Drinks Menu

Organic & Natural Wine
By the glass…

£4 (125ml) | £5 (175ml)

Our “wine by the glass” changes weekly to suit the menu and to give you
the opportunity to sample all of the fabulous wines we have to offer.

Sparkling

* Meinklang Prosa Frizzante Rosé 75cl, 10.5% vol.
£23
Brilliant Austrian fizzy rosé from the Meinklang vineyards with alluring
summer berry flavours. Created by the winemaker for his own wedding and
produced by the winery ever since.
* Gospel Green 75cl, LEAF Marque Certification, 8.4% vol.
£23
A sophisticated sparkling Cyder using the traditional double-fermentation
Champagne method. Handcrafted from the finest Blackmoor Estate apples,
it’s a unique alternative to sparkling wine.

White

* Mesta Verdejo 75cl, 12% vol.
£19
Crisp and aromatic with a touch of fennel and citrus, the Mesta range
stylishly showcases the sustainable Spanish wine revolution.
* Meinklang Gruner Veltliner 75cl, 11% vol.
£23
Another from the fantastic Meinklang vineyards. Unfiltered and fermented
only with wild yeasts, this natural white will charm you with its mineral
freshness and green fruits.
* Chardonnay Prima Nature 75cl, 12.5% vol.
£23
From winemaker Gérard Bertrand (Pays d’Oc) comes a soft, well-rounded
and elegant chardonnay with hints of white flowers. Sulphite-free.

Pink & Orange

* Mesta Tempranillo Rosé 75cl, 12% vol.
£19
Delicate yet full flavoured, this vibrant Rosé gives notes of ripe red berries
leading to a balanced off dry finish.
* Meinklang Graupert Pinot Gris 75cl,12% vol.
£28
These vines are completely unpruned and left to grow wild. This produces
thicker skins which gives this low-sulphur wine it’s intense, complex flavours
and a rose-gold colour. A wild card. A winner.

Red

* Mesta Tempranillo 75cl, 14% vol.
£19
Vibrant and juicy, this fabulous red from DO Ucles in central Castile has hints
of red plum, raspberry and a hint of vanilla.
* Colomba Bianca Syrah ‘Vitese’ 75cl, 14% vol.
£20
An abundance of ripe cherry fruit from the Syrah is structured with supple
tannins and layered with tobacco and black pepper spice through to an
elegant finish. A deliciously moorish wine from Sicily.

* Domaine des Carabiniers Côtes du Rhône 75cl, 13% vol. £23
Delicate notes of violets and liquorice enveloped in ripe red fruits with a hint
of spice. A well-structured and velvety smooth style of Côtes du Rhône from
a family of winemakers who work hand-in-hand with nature

Beer, Cider & Gin
* Hepworth Blonde Lager
33cl, 5% vol.
£4.2
Hallertau’ hops deliver a floral note, and the purity of flavour is protected by
meticulous cold filtration. Hepworth have been brewing this organic lager
since 2004. Gluten free.
* Red Kite Amber Ale 33cl, 4.2% vol.
£4.5
Craft beer pioneers Black Isle (based near Inverness) have created a
wonderfully malty, hoppy Amber Ale with tons of flavour.

* Organic Harvest Saison Beer 33cl, 6.7% vol.
£5.8
A stunning dry, fruity and peppery wild card from our friends at The Little
Earth Project in Edwardstone. A small batch, local brewery who specialise in
historic and wild beers. Powered by solar, and brewed using local organic
and foraged ingredients, these guys are champions of their craft.
* Dunkertons Premium Cider 33cl, 7% vol.
£4.5
Made by Ivor Dunkerton in Herefordshire this is a truly appley mid-sweet
cider fermented to give the fullest flavour possible. Cider as it should be.
* Forest Gin & Fever Tree Tonic
£7
A distinctive distilled gin made with organic and foraged ingredients from
the Peak District. Forest gin sets itself apart with fresh, clear notes of moss,
ferns and bark and blended with local forest spring water to create a
beautiful unfiltered dry gin. This is a gin dreams are made of.

Soft, Cold & Hot
* Kombucha (Kocha Kinoko)
£2
Made in-house using organic Rooibos tea. A fermented, effervescent and
refreshing probiotic drink packed with B12, amino acids, lactic and enzymes.
* Birch Tree Water 25cl
£3
Undiluted and straight from the Birch trees in the Carpathian Mountains. A
refreshing drink full of nutrients with a hint of citrus.
* Ashridge Organic Sparkling Apple 33cl
£3
Made with a carefully selected blend of apples from the Devon countryside.
* Luscombe Organic Sparkling Fruit Water 27cl
£3
Soft Devon spring water blended with organic fruit and given a sparkle. No
added sugar.
* Juice of the Day - Cold-pressed, in house, each morning.

£3

* LIFE Spring Water 75cl (Still or Sparkling)

£2

* Beanberry Coffee – Java Script Blend
This organic blend packs a gorgeous fruity punch as an espresso, but if you
like it ‘milky’, we make a fabulously smooth flat white using Oatly Barista. We
make all the classics, from Espresso £1.90 to Caffe Latte £2.90 and
everything in-between, whichever way you like it.
* Tregothnan Teas
£2.2 | £3
The Tregothnan estate in Cornwall has a proud tradition of pioneering
botanical firsts and in 1999 they planted the first tea grown in England.
* Turmeric Latte
£3
Made from the fresh juice of the root and a served with a twist of black
pepper, it’s slightly sweet and known to be a powerful anti-inflammatory.
* Longevity Latte
£3
A super herb blend of Chaga, Reishi, Gynostemma, Ashwagandha, Fo-Ti &
Stevia by local nutritionist Juliette Bryant.
* Hot Chocolate
£3
The Cradle version, dark, rich and real! Made with our own raw chocolate.

